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Nobody's Child 2012-07-18 john robinson had the worst possible start in life taken into care at four months old he was left in abusive
foster homes for most of his childhood at fourteen he was sent to a detention centre for arson gravitating towards a life of crime he moved
from borstal to the streets to psychiatric hospital a scarred tattooed broken and angry young man yet god had plans for john he would go on
to run the eden bus ministry frontline youth buses which travel the toughest parts of manchester with the gospel the teams befriend young
people and sometimes accompany them to court my passion is and i pray always will be for those who feel downtrodden hurt and rejected says
john robinson they feel like scum and wake up each day with nothing and no one i know exactly what that feels like
Nobody's Child: A Tragedy, a Trial, and a History of the Insanity Defense 2020-03-24 a powerful and humane exploration of the history of the
insanity defense through the story of one poignant case when a three year old child was found with a head wound and other injuries it looked
like an open and shut case of second degree murder psychologist and attorney susan vinocour agreed to evaluate the defendant the child s
mentally ill and impoverished grandmother to determine whether she was competent to stand trial even if she had caused the child s death had
she realized at the time that her actions were wrong or was she legally insane what followed was anything but an open and shut case nobody s
child traces the legal definition of insanity back to its inception in victorian britain nearly two hundred years ago from when our
understanding of the human mind was in its infancy to today when questions of race class and ability so often determine who is legally
insane and who is criminally guilty vinocour explains how competency and insanity are creatures of a legal system not of psychiatric reality
and how in criminal law the insanity defense has to often been a luxury of the rich and white nobody s child is a profoundly dignified
portrait of injustice in america and a complex examination of the troubling intersection of mental health and the law when prisons are now
the largest institutions for the mentally ill vinocour demands that we reckon with our conceptions of insanity with clarity empathy and
responsibility
Everybody's Grandmother and Nobody's Fool 2018-09-05 frances freeborn pauley a white woman who grew up in the segregated south has devoted
most of her ninety four years to the battle against discrimination and prejudice a champion of civil rights and racial justice and an
advocate for the poor and disenfranchised pauley s tenacity as an activist and the length of her career are remarkable she is also a
consummate storyteller for decades she has shared her words with activists students and scholars who have found their way to her door
kathryn l nasstrom uses rich oral history material recorded by herself and others to present frances pauley in her own words pauley s life
has encompassed much of the last century of extraordinary social change in the south a life touching and touched by famous figures from
southern politics and the civil rights movement highlights of pauley s career in the public eye include a friendship with reverend martin
luther king jr and coretta scott king encounters with several of georgia s civil rights era governors and a meeting with eleanor roosevelt a
skillful political organizer pauley was involved in decades of community mobilization repeated efforts to educate politicians and the public
about the origins and nature of poverty and lobbying for unpopular causes people are born into a certain way of living she says it takes a
jolt to get out of it it doesn t really mean that they re all that mean and bad but it takes a jolt to make them see that maybe they could
make a change in a deft blend of biography and memoir nasstrom explains pauley s historical significance and places her story in the context
of developments in georgia politics and the civil rights movement even as it contributes to the political history of georgia and the south
affording insight of unusual depth on familiar issues and events the book preserves one woman s story in the still largely undocumented
history of southern women s social and political activism in the twentieth century pauley s experiences serve as a window on the lives of
all those women and men who town by town and state by state made momentous change not only possible but also inescapable
The Kids Nobody Liked 1986-01-01 on a thursday evening in late october 2009 cleveland police detectives arrived at the home of anthony
sowell an ex marine and a registered sex offender to arrest him on week old rape charges but this was no ordinary house nor would it be a
routine arrest for even though sowell was not at home officers knew immediately something was horribly wrong after initially finding two
rotting corpses inside the home their investigation would lead them to discover the bodies of eleven women this is the shocking true account
of sowell s legacy of depravity and cold blooded murder his mannered and well spoken veneer masked a monster who felt no mercy for those he
butchered his twisted existence spent among the decaying bodies of his victims and how he picked his victims from the fringes of society
lost souls with criminal records or drug habits that would make them less likely to arouse alarm if they simply disappeared but that didn t
mean they wouldn t be avenged includes photographs
Nobody's Women 2012-10-02 trevon campbell s world changed the moment his ex girlfriend announced he was a father determined to make up for
his past mistakes trevon gives trina what she wanted before their breakup what feels like his soul which means he needs to forget about the
exotic woman who stole his heart on one fateful night kai malone refuses to play by her family s rules instead of working for the family
business she became a firefighter working in a field dominated by men is hard enough especially when you have a multicultural heritage but
kai dedicates her life to her career to be the best and so she doesn t have to think about the infidelity of her fiancé tired of his deceit
she gave in to a one night stand with a complete stranger someone she d never have to see again or so she thought when tragedy strikes their
worlds collide leaving them no choice but to interact with each other again it doesn t take long for them to realize the attraction that
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brought them together the first time is stronger than ever forcing trevon to make the biggest decision of his life
Nobody's Business 2019-08-27 some are born to save the world most of us just dream about it what makes a hero is a hero someone who puts on
a mask and costume and rushes to the rescue is a hero someone who lands a crippled airplane is a hero someone who finds a cure to a wasting
disease is a hero someone who uses their supernatural powers to help others is a hero someone who loves another person so much they put
their needs ahead of their own is a hero someone who stops in the hustle and bustle of life just to listen to those who no longer have a
voice heroes comes in all shapes sizes and personas and that it what this short story collection is about seven stories that explore heroes
and heroic activities some are born to save the world collateral damage the zombie whisperer this time around a murder of scarecrows memento
mori from out of the night if you like stories reminiscent of the twilight zone the outer limits or black mirror then you ll love this
themed collection of short tales from mark leslie
Nobody's Child 2020-01-14 in teach like nobody s watching the essential guide to effective and efficient teaching mark enser sets out a time
efficient approach to teaching that will reduce teachers workload and enhance their pupils levels of engagement and attainment at a time
when schools are crying out for more autonomy and trust teacher and bestselling author mark enser asks educators the critical question how
would you teach if nobody were watching and empowers them with the tools and confidence to do just that mark argues that a quality education
is rooted in simplicity in this book he convincingly strips away the layers of contradictory pedagogical advice that teachers have received
over the years and lends weight to the three key pillars that underpin effective efficient teaching the lesson the curriculum and the school
s support structure teach like nobody s watching explores these three core elements in detail and presents teachers with a range of
practical time efficient approaches to help them reclaim their professional agency and ensure that their pupils get the excellent education
they deserve part i considers the individual lesson and explores how lessons can be built around four simple elements recap input
application and feedback each chapter considers one aspect of the lesson in turn and discusses its importance with a particular focus on how
educational research can be applied to it in the classroom how it might look in different subjects and the potential pitfalls to avoid part
ii recognises that lessons don t happen in isolation but as part of a wider curriculum this section tackles the creation of a programme of
study that takes pupils on a journey through your subject the super curriculum of what happens outside the classroom the principles of
assessment design and how time in departments can be used to reduce workload and support a culture of excellence finally part iii looks at
the role of the wider school in supporting teachers to teach like nobody s watching and how leaders can help to set them free from some of
the more burdensome pressures in this section mark draws on the experience of school leaders in a range of different contexts to illustrate
what they have done to support effective and efficient teaching in their schools suitable for all teachers in both primary and secondary
schools
Nobody's Hero 2019-08-21 if you are a red blooded american who really loves and wants to help your country then this book is a must read for
you it gives americans of all walks of life the chance to sit down and calmly look at themselves with the hope that they will take to heart
the author s analysis and common sense suggestions the book is not intended to be a complete makeover of america but rather a way to save
what s great and improve what may be in the way of our survival as the world s greatest superpower in history remember nobody is perfect
Teach Like Nobody's Watching 2007 people who wouldn t dream of blaming parents for a child s asthma or diabetes are often quick to blame bad
parenting for a child s hyperactivity depression or school phobia the parents in turn often blame their children believing that they re lazy
or rebellious even worse the children with these psychological problems often blame themselves convinced that they re just bad kids in it s
nobody s fault esteemed child and adolescent psychiatrist dr harold s kopelwicz at last puts an end to this pointless and erroneous cycle of
blame and helps parents get the help they need for their troubled children written in an easy anecdotal style and filled with fascinating
stories of real children and their parents it s nobody s fault is an indispensable guide for anyone who lives or works with children who
need help
Nobody's Perfect! 2010-04-28 a plan to transform a grand old inn into a hot new rock club has turned into a design for disaster nancy s
determined to stop a saboteur before the dirty business gets downright deadly
It's Nobody's Fault 2014-08-19 the incredible story of an abused and neglected boy who became a successful teacher only to have his very
existence threatened by a rare incurable disease
Nobody's Business 2004 victoria stotts story begins with her early memories of being raised by her adoptive parents on canadian forces bases
during the 1970s her older brother also adopted initiated a campaign of relentless torment and sexual abuse against victoria that persisted
for years and led her to contemplate suicide he bullied their parents as well and at one point victoria thought that killing him would be
the best solution for everyone a summer job working at a pool was the beginning of her breaking away from her family and the small town she
lived in but pregnancy and marriage to a violent husband when she was just nineteen brought victoria back into the cycle of abuse when her
children were small she found out her husband was having secret affairs doing drugs and had maxed out all their credit cards she finally
left her husband he later died in a car accident a subsequent marriage produced her fourth child finally diagnosed with c ptsd from her
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years of family trauma the author begins her journey towards healing and hope
Nobody's Boy 2016-10-27 there is nothing as precious in life as a friend who knows you and loves you in spite of yourself yet over the last
couple of decades we ve substituted the joy of real friendship with cheap imitations we settle for community on facebook and twitter and a
series of text messages that allow us to communicate with someone without the commitment we like each other s beautifully filtered photos on
instagram and delude ourselves into believing we have a community but real friendship requires effort it s showing up laughing loud and
crying hard it s forgiving and loving and giving the benefit of the doubt it s making a casserole doing a carpool pickup and making sure she
knows those cute shoes are 50 percent off written in the same comedic style as the new york times bestsellers sparkly green earrings and the
antelope in the living room nobody s cuter than you is a laugh out loud look at the special bond that exists between friends and a poignant
celebration of all the extraordinary people god had the good sense to bring into our lives at exactly the right moments from the friendships
we develop over a lifetime to the ones that wounded us and the ones that taught us to love better melanie shankle reveals the influence our
friends have on who we were who we are and who we will become and on a day when our jeans feel too tight our chins have decided to embrace
hormone related acne reminiscent of our teen years and our kids have tested the limits of our sanity they are the ones who will look at us
and say nobody s cuter than you
Nobody's Favorite 2015-04-07 if you read any book this year read this one martina cole a life story far more incredible than any bestseller
jeffrey archer sometimes today i still cry for the lonely frightened little boy i was then so unhappy and so longing for love and marvel at
not only surviving the brutality and the other appalling abuse but also in the end triumphing over it all abused by those who were supposed
to love and cherish him michael seed had to fight for survival against his violent and emotionally deranged father in a broken family home
born into a life of poverty michael was starved beaten and sexually abused by his father from the age of five after losing his mother to
suicide a haunting depression grew inside the young boy and he long considered following in her footsteps yet even in the midst of such
tragedy and brutality he always found that his desire to live outweighed his wish to end it all anchored by his faith michael overcame his
horrific childhood to become an inspiration and a guide to others both in the church and the secular community rather than dwell on the past
he has used it to change lives for the better nobody s child is a poignant at times agonising tale of abuse and loneliness that no child
should ever have to endure above all michael s words provide a lesson for us all in courage and the power of hope and forgiveness
Nobody's Cuter than You 2017-01-05 the orphan trains stopped running in 1929 and the foster care system began hollywood relieved depression
era problems on the subject with films starring shirley temple room for one more with cary grant depicted the need for foster families
blossoms in the dust starring greer garson dealt with the social stigma faced by both the parents and the children having immigrant parents
in the mix added more problems this was my family we were a family torn apart as our parents fought to regain their children while the
system held them hostage to the moral tenor of the times once the state took us a promise was made a promise believed why in the end did we
then feel twice abandoned twice betrayed
Nobody's Child - Against All the Odds, He Managed to Escape the Horrors of a Stolen Childhood 2008-04-01 after being raised in a home filled
with domestic violence mental illness addiction and alcoholism my sister who was my primary caretaker and rock committed suicide then 6
months later my daughter committed suicide in the middle of her own 13th birthday party whirlwind of tragedy abuse pain and ultimately
survival
Nobody's Children 2014-07-02 donna madison has been enjoying a whirlwind romance the past nine months with her childhood friend maxwell
anderson despite her budding relationship she has fought to reign in her insecurities maxwell had a wife and a family before she entered his
life again the occasional tension that arises between donna and maxwell s teenage daughter painfully reminds her of the devastating loss in
the anderson family tensions increase when an unexpected visitor comes to town the presence of maxwell s sister in law a woman who looks
hauntingly like his deceased wife throws donna for a loop will donna trust god or will she make a move that she may regret for the rest of
her life
Nobody's Daughter 2021-02-23 richard russo s slyly funny and moving novel follows the unexpected workings of grace in a deadbeat town in
upstate new york and in the life of one of its unluckiest citizens sully who has been doing the wrong thing triumphantly for fifty years
divorced from his own wife and carrying on halfheartedly with another man s saddled with a bum knee and friends who make enemies redundant
sully now has one new problem to cope with a long estranged son who is in imminent danger of following in his father s footsteps with its
sly and uproarious humour and a heart that embraces humanity s follies as well as its triumphs nobody s fool is storytelling at its most
generous
Nobody's Replacement 2017-01-05 the detroit tigers an umpire a pitcher and a mistake one of the classic human baseball stories ken burns
creator of the pbs mini series baseball the perfect game is one of the rarest accomplishments in sports in nearly four hundred thousand
contests in over 130 years it has happened only twenty times on june 2 2010 armando galarraga threw baseball s twenty first except that s
not how it entered the record books that s because jim joyce voted the best umpire in the game in 2010 and 2011 missed the call on the final
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out but rather than throwing a tantrum galarraga simply turned and smiled went back to the mound and finished the game nobody s perfect he
said later in the locker room you might think everything that could have been said replayed and revealed about that night has already been
uttered logged and exposed you would however be as wrong as the unfortunate mr joyce the detroit news in nobody s perfect galarraga and
joyce come together to tell the personal story of a remarkable game that will live forever in baseball lore and to trace their fascinating
lives in sports the result is a masterpiece an absorbing insider s look at two careers in baseball a tremendous achievement and an enduring
moment of pure grace and sportsmanship the huffington post
Nobody's Fool 2011-06-02 anthony lane on con air advance word on con air said that it was all about an airplane with an unusually dangerous
and potentially lethal load big deal you should try the lunches they serve out of newark compared with the chicken napalm i ate on my last
flight the men in con air are about as dangerous as balloons anthony lane on the bridges of madison county i got my copy at the airport
behind a guy who was buying playboy s book of lingerie and i think he had the better deal he certainly looked happy with his purchase
whereas i had to ask for a paper bag anthony lane on martha stewart super skilled free of fear the last word in human efficiency martha
stewart is the woman who convinced a million americans that they have the time the means the right and damn it the duty to pipe a little
squirt of soft cheese into the middle of a snow pea and to continue piping until there are fifty to sixty stuffed peas raring to go for ten
years anthony lane has delighted new yorker readers with his film reviews book reviews and profiles that range from buster keaton to
vladimir nabokov to ernest shackleton nobody s perfect is an unforgettable collection of lane s trademark wit satire and insight that will
satisfy both the long addicted and the not so familiar
Nobody's Perfect 2009-08-19 they believed neglecting faith would bring no consequences let the term holy war be forever redefined you are
cordially invited to stroll the streets of a modern day mayberry that has lost its way unaware of its role in a global apocalyptic future
each step away from the faith was the equivalent of a blind sprint towards disaster and for the people of grace s parrish this resulted in
being designated as the point satan chose to breach and ignite an inextinguishable hell on earth with death and time confiscated the
tormented citizens surrendered the one they treated as an outcast to relieve their anguish those who believe their life includes more than
their fair share of transgressors will easily identify with protagonist margaret sullivan this modern day joan of arc epitomizes fighting
empty handed is not synonymous with being unarmed and when the smoke clears the price is heavy nobody s mulligan is a call to self inventory
with eternity at stake accentuated with the divinity of forgiveness nobody s mulligan culminates with a robust what if question ripe for
insertion into present day discussion escalating depravities are the ravenous moths devouring the christian fibers of our american quilt and
this plague has but one remedy nobody s mulligan is a compelling proclamation that turning the other cheek is not an invitation to the
sinister and silences fifty shades of gray with a single shade of pray a feel great fiction certain to reverberate through the christian
faith and into ancillary sects of irish conservative women s empowerment family saga and dramatic thriller enthusiasts bon appetit
Nobody's Perfect 2020-02-13 why can t everybody just leave him alone all sean rafferty wants is solitude to recover from a gunshot wound
that s why he s here on maine s isolated osprey island to heal and move on but how can he face going back to being a massachusetts state
police officer since he s sworn off ever playing hero again unfortunately sean can t avoid heroics when neighboring connie bradford s
daughter keeps getting into trouble and the fiercely independent connie makes it clear she doesn t need a rescuer reluctant or otherwise the
mother and daughter antics make his solitude seem almost too quiet despite himself sean finds this pair wrestling their way into his heart
as if they belong there
Nobody's Mulligan 2008-07-01 mr august prince of a guy alex brennan honest loyal a fairy tale hero damsel in distress regan stuart jaded
cynical detests fairy tales once upon a time there was a free spirit named regan who believed in prince charming and happily ever afters
then she kissed one frog too many so instead of searching for knights in shining armor she armed herself with hard edged realism to ward off
would be romeos alex knew that love hurt but he also knew regan needed to be saved and though he was nobody s hero he wanted to prove to
this stubborn beauty that she was his princess man of the month this guy proves chivalry isn t dead
Nobody's Hero 2011-07-15 ted healy had a successful if mysterious life starting from the lowest rung of show business he soon conquered the
stages of vaudeville broadway and the silver screen healy s biography also serves as the backstory to the rise of what became the three
stooges act he had an eagle eye in spotting and cultivating the talents of shemp moe larry and curly who served their apprenticeship in his
act off and on from 1923 to 1934 as father of the act he took his stooges to broadway and hollywood healy is the tree around which some
mighty acorns fell healy died at age 41 four days after his only child was born in 1937 his passing quickly became one of the most notorious
of hollywood s celebrity death scandals was it foul play or natural causes author bill cassara a retired law enforcement professional
explores all the possibilities
Nobody's Princess 2017-12-01 cobweb ghosts are inconvenient especially grumpy ones with bad breath don t they know silence is golden johnny
strong is the expert he hasn t spoken in two years not one word to anyone except the ghost the main purpose of life is to avoid people and
not get noticed friends he doesn t need them and certainly nobody wants him despite what the ghost says until a new boy appears at windybank
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finn lyons teenage wizard he eats frogs concocts potions and is always hungry not only does finn stand up for johnny he actively seeks his
company and soon becomes part of life first love family and words a heady mix to go in the potion but how will it all turn out hubble bubble
johnny strong s in trouble silence is not always golden in this sweet zany story of the purest magic
Nobody's Stooge: Ted Healy 2012-08 the author takes us on a raucous journey into the life and mind of richard bonhom he is a post modern
portrait of success despite his failed marriage delinquent drug addicted daughter and looming financial scandal at work the story takes
place in a one week period preceding bonhom s fiftieth birthday a growing discomfort at facing this turning point in his life and the urgent
need to make things right are the driving forces motivating his desperate search for some form of salvation these issues force him to dig
deep hold on and take stock this serious but often hilarious search for meaning and purpose to richard s world takes the reader along an
almost satirical path filled with interesting and often outrageous characters the setting is vancouver canada the time is now when we look
out at the world around us and within us through the eyes of richard bonhom we inevitably see ourselves and more importantly what truly
matters in our lives
Nobody's Butterfly 2009-02-06 all my books are about mercenries with some of my own expriences included they show how the greed of high
statesmen and the inconsistance of some african countries can result in wars some of the countries that won back their independance only to
distroy themselves through lack of trust for there own people influences from outside agencies which created more troubles than the people
themselves mercenries were used in nearly all wars especially in africa but their governments would deny that we was ever there but we was
Nobody's Laughing 2017-03-22 written and directed by steven cosson with songs by michael friedman i am nobody s lunch is a dark ride through
the landscape of american public culture this latest creation from the obie winning company the civilians asks the thorny question how do we
know what we know when everyone in power seems to be lying is it possible to know what s really going on in the world when information is
manipulated to serve particular interests does anyone really care turning extensive interviews into a mercurial cabaret play a versatile
cast inhabits an eccentric cast of characters all taken from real life i am nobody s lunch opened at the assembly rooms at the edinburgh
fringe festival in august 2006 transferring to the soho theatre london in september published alongside a second short play gone missing
Nobody's Army, Everyone's War 2011-07-15 adrian quinn trusts no one four years in prison will do that to a man especially if he s innocent
somebody owes adrian the truth not to mention a fortune in lost income and his bet is on his late partner s ex a spoiled society wife who
walked away from her husband s crime unscathed faith nicholls escaped her two timing husband right after he shattered her dreams left with
nothing she s made a fresh start where nobody knows her name until adrian quinn stalks into town dredging up dangerous secrets awakening
smoldering passions in her scorched soul and endangering her heart as well as her life can they find the truth before it kills them passion
betrayal and churning emotions make nobody s angel a terrific way to spend your leisure hours romantic times rice has created one of the
most enticing heroes in contemporary romance diana herald booklist passion betrayal and churning emotions make nobody s angel a terrific way
to spend your leisure hours romantic times master storyteller patricia rice weaves a compelling entertaining tale with a ful bodied cast of
unforgettable characters snappy dialogue and sizzling passion nobody s angel is a keeper susan lantz romance reviews today keywords ex con
lawyer kidnapping north carolina suspense romantic mystery divorcee pottery criminal betrayal hostage legal revenge bad boy
(I am) Nobody's Lunch / Gone Missing 2007-11-06 is the new girl shy or is she put off because megan is deaf in this evocative companion to
deaf child crossing now available in paperback the heroine learns that despite first impressions nobodys perfect
Nobody's Angel 2024-07-16 an engaging account of social reformer jack robbins the boys brotherhood republic and their legacy in 1914 social
reformer jack robbins and a group of adolescent boys in chicago founded the boys brotherhood republic an unconventional and unusual
institution during a moral panic about delinquent boys robbins did not seek to rehabilitate and or punish wayward youths instead the boys
governed themselves democratically and with compassion for one another and lived by their mantra so long as there are boys in trouble we too
are in trouble for nearly thirty years robbins was their supervisor and the will he drafted in the late 1950s suggests that he continued to
care about forgotten boys even as the political and legal contexts that shaped children s lives changed dramatically nobody s boy and his
pals is a lively investigation that challenges our ideas about the history of american childhood and the law scouring the archives for
traces of the elusive jack robbins hendrik hartog examines the legal histories of progressive reform childhood criminality repression and
free speech the curiosity of robbins s story is compounded by the legal challenges to his will which wound up establishing the extent to
which last wishes must conform to dominant social values filled with persistent mysteries and surprising connections nobody s boy and his
pals illuminates themes of childhood and adolescence race and ethnicity sexuality wealth and poverty and civil liberties across the american
century
Nobody's Perfect 2022-11-20 the media is fond of using the phrase a usually quiet neighbourhood when describing tragic events that often
occur in what are truly peaceful communities indeed most canadian neighbourhoods enjoy a serenity that makes them enjoyable places to safely
raise families or live out the golden years without fear or anxiety however some communities mask a more sinister underbelly one that
remains mostly unseen but exists nevertheless and it is wicked and dangerous a place law abiding citizens dare not venture into journalist
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and author daryl ashby is a master researcher with an impressive ability to extract details of outrageous criminal behaviour injustice and
intrigue from the characters who have participated in or been witness to activities that the average citizen is blissfully unaware folks in
the central part of vancouver island including ladysmith chemainus and nanaimo may have heard rumours of drug manufacturing outlaw bikers
unexplained disappearances and unsolved murders but until recently the stories were tantalizing yarns with little substantive evidence that
any of them were authentic until recently in his popular 2018 book 85 grams daryl ashby began to peel back the layers of mystery surrounding
the life of second world war hero brilliant inventor and drug manufacturer and dealer art williams it was illuminating for neighbours and
the larger community who may have grown up with some knowledge of the legend of williams but dismissed much of the banter as fantasies that
grew in importance as they made the rounds in the pubs and coffee shops ashby shone a brilliant light on a dark world that only williams
family colleagues and the police knew existed his research probed into a justice system that often failed frequently outwitted by williams
and his criminal conspirators now daryl ashby has upped the ante art williams was a genius dangerous and enigmatic ralph harris was no art
williams in intellect but what he lacked in book smarts or technical ability he more than made up for in brute strength street smarts and
charisma an entrepreneur albeit a dodgy one harris was dangerous he survived and thrived in the most dangerous of realms capable of
protecting his interests with deadly force it has been said that every man s life contains sufficient material for a book some stories are
more compelling than others and few can match the outrageous tales provided by the central character in nobody s boy the notorious ralph
harris for some the lead character s moral code may be hard to swallow but that doesn t alter the fact that his life produced sufficient
material to justify being recorded within these pages this is a story about a man who defied the law not so much for greed as was the case
for many of his money hungry associates but for the steady infusion of adrenaline that raced through his veins rather than align himself
with an established criminal organization he chose to navigate his own course no one thought to abuse ralph s loyalty or threaten those he
held dear to do so would be at their own peril he was a man respected by his peers and in some cases feared for those who were slow to
accept his ways they would eventually realize nothing would stand between him and his intended goal with a treasure trove of material
gleaned from court and police documents and most vital to the story personal interviews with harris shortly before his death family members
and scores of police officers bikers drug runners and others who shared ralph s flamboyant life daryl ashby had penned a book that exposes
an underworld hereto undiscovered on vancouver island
Nobody's Boy and His Pals 2013-01-01 discovering she was the illegitimate daughter of the prince of chantaine took some getting used to for
coco jordan especially when she was working as a nanny on a texas ranch
Nobody's Boy: Ralph Harris - the Northern Connection 2024-02-13 quentin tarantino on nobody s angel my favourite fiction novel this year was
written by a taxi driver who used to hand it out to his passengers it s a terrific story and character study of a cabbie in chicago during a
time when a serial killer is robbing and murdering cabbies kudos to hard case crime for publishing mr clark s book two killers stalk the
streets of chicago can one taxi driver corner them both eddie miles is one of a dying breed a windy city hack who knows every street and
back alley of his beloved city and takes its recent descent into violence personally but what can one driver do about a killer targeting
streetwalkers or another terrorizing cabbies precious little until the night he witnesses one of them in action
A Home for Nobody's Princess (Mills & Boon Cherish) (Royal Babies, Book 2) 2016-05-18 nobodys girl is a work of hope the author writes in
such a way that you resonate on a primordial level whether you have experienced trauma or addiction issues or know someone who has the book
speaks to all of us and we all have experienced painful situations at some point or another while it deals with some difficult topics the
books story is written to engage and focus on the positive outcome profited from doing the hard but necessary work to get to the other side
of any painful issues after a lifetime of hiding behind multiple facades personalities careers sex money drugs alcohol and false bravado her
survivor tools fail her she is faced with having to talk about the truth or die her ability to speak from a recovery standpoint is not only
profound for a newbie in the recovery process but for a survivor of traumatic abuse it is remarkable without having to engage in the hard
explicit detail by detail scenarios we are able see the application of her newfound tools at work on the ptsd her addition and how she found
and used the tools to freedom the book takes us through the process needed for her to find freedom and self realization in a genuine real
sense that if we talk about it do the work we can heal and in that process regain hope hope is the message there is relief beautifully
written and spiritually uplifting
Nobody's Angel 2004-07-01 nella covington can t believe she s agreed to marry the arrogant samuel l du cannon even if it s only a marriage
of convenience he needs a mother for his small son and she needs to keep her beloved childhood home will she be able to stand his
egotistical attitude his domineering manner but jake is such a darling little boy and he s already captured her heart what does she have to
lose if sam s work keeps him on the road enough she won t have to deal with him much at all maybe this just might work all sam du cannon
wants is a good mom for his son he s had it with women doesn t ever plan to get involved with another woman again that makes nella perfect
for him he s never been overly attracted to plus size women so if nella agrees to marry him he won t have to worry about being tempted to
have a relationship with her at least that s what he keeps telling himself as they lay exhausted from making love sam said you are without a
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doubt the most passionate woman i have ever known and you turn me on more than any woman ever has not knowing what to say nella just reached
up and lightly kissed him you ain t seen nothing yet she whispered her promise soon they both drifted into a contented sleep publisher s
note the trade paperback audiobook versions of nobody s perfect have a new cover the ebook still features the original cover
Nobody's Girl 2002-06-07 gottfried s capably researched and recounted biography offers a none too flattering glimpse into kaye s well
guarded personal life including his egotism cruelty his strained marriage and his flirtations and affairs his career is treated in detail
from his obvious early talent to the creation of his acting personae and his sad professional and personal decline before his death in 1987
lacks a bibliography annotation copyright by book news inc portland or
Nobody's Perfect 2019-08-13 nobody s victim is an unflinching look at a hidden world most people don t know exists one of stalking blackmail
and sexual violence online and off and the incredible story of how one lawyer determined to fight back turned her own hell into a revolution
we are all a moment away from having our life overtaken by somebody hell bent on our destruction that grim reality gleaned from personal
experience and twenty years of trauma work is a fundamental principle of carrie goldberg s cutting edge victims rights law firm riveting and
an essential timely conversation starter nobody s victim invites readers to join carrie on the front lines of the war against sexual
violence and privacy violations as she fights for revenge porn and sextortion laws uncovers major title ix violations and sues the hell out
of tech companies schools and powerful sexual predators her battleground is the courtroom her crusade is to transform clients from victims
into warriors in gripping detail carrie shares the diabolical ways her clients are attacked and how she through her unique combination of
advocacy badass relentlessness risk taking and client empowerment pursues justice for them all there are stories about a woman whose ex
boyfriend made fake bomb threats in her name and caused a national panic a fifteen year old girl who was sexually assaulted on school
grounds and then suspended when she reported the attack and a man whose ex boyfriend used a dating app to send more than 1 200 men to ex s
home and work for sex with breathtaking honesty carrie also shares her own shattering story about why she began her work and the uphill
battle of building a business while her clients are a diverse group from every gender sexual orientation age class race religion occupation
and background the offenders are not they are highly predictable in this book carrie offers a taxonomy of the four types of offenders she
encounters most often at her firm assholes psychos pervs and trolls if we recognize the patterns of these perpetrators she explains we know
how to fight back deeply personal yet achingly universal nobody s victim is a bold and much needed analysis of victim protection in the era
of the internet this book is an urgent warning of a coming crisis a predictor of imminent danger and a weapon to take back control and
protect ourselves both online and off
Nobody's Fool
Nobody's Victim
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